Sero Mobile

SM9001

- Security for all modern mobile phones
- Easily adjustable in height and width
- Supplied with mounting hardware kit
- Landscape and portrait position
- Phone released with electronic coded key
- Electronic key enables you to:
  - Manage your stores
  - Code and track keys usage
- SM9001 available in black or white

CONTACT US: 02 9450 0166
info@rtc.com.au | www.rtc.com.au

RTC
retail theft control
That's what we do!
Sero Tablet

SM9002

• Fully adjustable to suit today's tablets
• Supplied with mounting hardware kit
• Landscape and portrait position
• Tablet released with electronic coded key
• Electronic key enables you to:
  • Manage your stores
  • Code and track keys usage
• SM9002 available in black or white
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